How Mark Zuckerberg And The Silicon Valley
Assholes Destroyed The Virtual Reality Industry
- VR Headsets Get Stuck on Shelves
- Sales estimates fall for virtual-reality gear; internet users say they are ‘just not interested’
- Facebook was warned by experts it was doing it all wrong but their hubris blinded Zuckerberg
- Facebook VR Boss arrested for underage sex
- UPLOADVR group sued for illicit sex
- Idiot frat boys who had no clue what they were doing
- The only people that want VR are fat nerds to watch anal sex videos on

(Typical VR User)
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Virtual reality was supposed to be the next big thing, but headsets haven’t exactly been flying off the
shelves. The question is, why?

There were $1.48 billion in VR hardware sales in 2016, according to SuperData Research. That is far
from the $12.65 billion the research firm is forecasting for 2020. That estimate has come down, and
there is still reason to question whether VR will get there.
In March, digital marketing research firm Thrive Analytics asked the question to internet users who
weren’t interested in owning a VR headset. The survey, as summarized by eMarketer, showed many of
the expected reasons: the headsets were too expensive, lack of virtual reality content and poor quality
of what was out there, and fear of motion sickness.
The biggest chunk, some 53%, said they were “just not interested.” Perhaps actual reality is difficult
enough.
Write to Miriam Gottfried at Miriam.Gottfried@wsj.com

Dov Katz, Facebook & Oculus VR Engineering Head, Arrested
For ...
One of Facebook's head of engineering at Oculus VR has been arrested by the Tukwilla police for
allegedly soliciting an underage for immoral purposes.
wccftech.com/dov-katz-facebook-occulus-vr-sex-cop-teen...

Oculus VR Dov Katz arrested for allegedly soliciting sex from ...
Dov Katz, a senior leader at Facebook's Oculus VR virtual reality subsidiary, has been arrested after
allegedly soliciting sex from a police officer posing ...
businessinsider.com/oculus-vr-facebook-dov-katz-arrested-2016-12

Head of Oculus VR & Senior Facebook Employee Arrested
For ...
Head of Oculus VR & Senior Facebook Employee Arrested For Soliciting Unprotected Sex From
Underage Girl 4 months ago
https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@dailybitcoinnews/head-of-oculu...

Brazil Facebook head arrested for refusing to share
WhatsApp ...
Brazilian police arrest Facebook's vice president for Latin America for refusing to release WhatsApp
data for a drugs trafficking investigation.
bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-35700733

Tech exec nabbed in underage sex sting | Fox News
Tech exec nabbed in underage sex sting. ... the head of computer vision at Oculus VR, ... Facebook
acquired Oculus VR in 2014.
foxnews.com/us/2016/12/27/tech-exec-nabbed-in-under

Several Notable Tech Bros Embroiled In Sex Harassment
Scandal ...
Several Notable Tech Bros Embroiled In Sex Harassment Scandal at VR ... because another "condoms
and sex in the workplace" scandal has arrived to bump ...
sfist.com/2017/05/16/numerous_notable_tech_bros_emb...

Conan O'Brien: The 'Whole Point' of Virtual Reality Is Sex
Before even getting to the game, O'Brien was quick to share his thoughts on the future of virtual reality.
"My theory, and I've said this before, is that all VR ...
https://uploadvr.com/the-whole-point-vr-sex-conan/

VR Stream CANCELED due to... SEX SCANDAL? - YouTube
VR Stream CANCELED due to... SEX SCANDAL? Daily Jazza. Loading... ... Oculus Social VR Full
Demo - Facebook F8 Conference 2016 - Duration: 4:22.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=MIQgxEWcy9k

UploadVR scandal : oculus - reddit.com
ZeniMax Files Complaint Against Samsung For Oculus-Powered Gear VR Using Misappropriated
IP. ... Quake 2 VR for CV1 • • • News UploadVR scandal (theverge.com)
https://reddit.com/r/oculus/comments/6bfwz0/uploadvr_scandal/

Virtual reality 'sex suit' lets men experience realistic ...
Virtual reality is set to change the way we use technology, but one innovation has gone a step further
than most day-to-day activities - using it to simulate SEX. The ...
mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/virtual-reality-sex-suit-...

New John Carmack Software Doubles Oculus Home Resolution
on ...
A new piece of software designed by Oculus CTO John Carmack will be included in the brand new
Oculus Home redesign releasing for Gear VR today.
https://uploadvr.com/new-john-carmack-software-doubles-oc

